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INTERNAL SECURITY - CUBA - MEXICO 

Syeopsis: 

Subject is a native and citizen of Cuba, age Ths 

presently residing at Bronx, NY. 

the latter half of 1964, the Editor of El Tiempo" newspaper 

in NYC received via mail, over a period of several weeks five 

handwritten communications from 

g were anti-CASTRO in nature 
These communication 

Cuban intelligence and 
and indicated the writer had knowledge of 

sgubversiv@ operations. The FBI Laboratory concluded after an 

of hand specimens of 
tt ention Cc em 

Subject made 

er oath concerning his use of the 

and his background which he subse-. 

quently correc ° ources developed information indicating 

subije assumed identity ee, : 
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"the other one is formed by Chile and takes 

4n Peru, Bolivia and Paraguay. Another one - 

Uruguay, Southern Brazil, Ecuador, and Argentina. 

Another one - those 6 already mentioned countries of 

Central America, and still another zone - the United 

States (of America), Captain for that country is one 

\ /fiiranda who works in an international company, takes 

walks accompanied by his wife, is grey haired and 

travels frequently through the entire country. He 

tries to infiltrate exile organizations. A few months 

ago he filled out a report card as an agent of a 

dangerous organization (acting in) the North. 

"Flyer Herman Féters_-—an-egent in. Brazil 

and Chile. The Mexican woman SilviasPiran +5 head _/¢xX: 

of arther such group, called “Sports' which enabled 

the assasinationof Pres. Kennedy arid of Ruby, and 

still another one in South America whom the Police were 

unable to locate - is the fifth one in the group 

connected with that vile apsasination. (I shall speak 

about that as soon as I get my data. 

a "Sayar6* Davila 4s captain in Argentina. One 

-pwameatSaura - presently in this country - 18 Castro's 

Consul and head of the 3rd group which I shall 

dascribe in my next letter. 

Hilda’ Codea - an Argentine woman - is the 

one who, together with a Cuban engineer lied that she 

48 working at the Casa Cardona in Mexico, they are 

the buyers of oil and accessories which they ship to 

Cuba e 

"In my next article - more agents, those 

more known among Cubans; and some data about the Russian 

camp (s) in Cuba, and a center of anti-American 

activity, projectiles, locations, mines, strips, and 
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"nadar in Castro Cuba, the most powerful ever seen 

COKr, 
by human eyes. 

"Very mich aces 

In another one of these communications, which 

was undated, the writer, who on this occasion identi- 

fied himself 11 ee a Ee stated (translated) 

in part as follows: 

In Mexico, in addition tothe 12 groups of the 

G-2, who seize and kill’... Cuban patriots whose only 

crime is that they refuse. to be enslaved, with the 

connivance of the Government many Central American 

elements have infiltrated. Equipped and well-armed 

they are concentrated near the Southern border = and 

along the coastline in order to invade their respective 

countries. The most numerous guch group i8 thai 

Guatemala, directed Cuba by former Colon ; 

and Chief of Orien as from the Guerilla “Schooling 

Center. 

TVA 

I know their plans and it won't- to be 

long before they invade their country by land and from 

Mexico, most of them enter Honduras by way of Betize, 

since LOPEZ MATEOS in his three interviews with a 

High Delegate fromthat country agreed to it. 

Another Colonel LOPEZ, Professor TORRES , 

and Attorney CASTILLO will enter Honduras from the 

Nicaraguan side, and there are considerable quanti- 

tLes of arms on the rivers Cocos and Pituga, to enter 

Nicaragua from a Pacific port. Also to entex ccsta 

Rica, and the chief is a brother of the Spanisna guerilla 

leader LISLE, an 4ndividual named JEREZ and Del VALLE, 
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jn cooperation with enemy elements already assembled 

there. Their invasion will be simultaneous inside 

these countries asvell as across the border 

the "Bahia de Nepe" and "Ggonao." Those ships 

carry wheat to Cuba and bring arms wrapped in platic 

50 Kg. bags and unload them virtually without inspec 

tion. They travel back and forth stopping at 

Bahia de la Habana, & little town formerly called 

pehind foliage. There are at least eight migs and @ 

and. Colombia, ana to further extend deep into the 

South to dominate the Andes They have very good 

connections in Chile, and they appear to watch for the 

outcome of elections, just like in Uruguay. 

Other allegations made in the same communi- 

cation were as follows: 

1. Each American atudent who travlies to 

Cuba has @ mission to fulfill. Three such students 

received 4nstructims in Mexico which resulted in the 

death of the president, (apparently referring to the 

assassination of President JOHN F. KENNEDY. ) 

2, Pro-CASTRO groups trained in Cuba mis- 

represent themselves as Cuban exiles upon arrival in 

Mexico and fron. there are sent on to France, Morocco, 

and Algeria. 

3. There are rockets in Cuba with ranges 

exceeding 90 miles. 

According to another one of these communications 

-9-
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Be a ea 
The INS report further reflected that 

of "El Tiempo", a Spanish 

language weekly newspaper published in New York 

ipa: was interviewed on several occasions in 

1904. 

QED tod INS that in late July or 

early August, 1964, he received via mail, a com- 

Cary Ae on SD snc thst 

he subsequently received via mail four more 

communications from the same individual. 

further stated he aid not know 

and that his. attempts to contact at he 

aifferent return addresses, some in Queens, New 

York, and others in Bronx, New York, which appeared 

on the letters | were unfruitful. 

These articles submitted ye 
dealt 

with political affairs in Cuba and Mexico, and 

were denunciatory of Communist activities. In 

these communicati
on Si char acterized himself 

as a career officer in the Mexican Aruy, having 

served more than 25 years, four of which he indi- 

cated were in G-4. 

further indicated he left Buba 

where he had been on & mission for the Mexican 

Government in about May or June, 1964, and arrived 

in the United States about July or August, 1964 

He also 4ndicated he had been forced to flee 

Mexico because of his outspoken attitude, against 

that Government. In essence the articles denounced 

the CASTRO Government as @ Communist satellite and 

encouraged action against the Mexican Govenment 

which recognized the CASTRO Regime. 

co ‘fF TAL
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made these articles available to INS 

at New York, New York, which agency in turn made 

the contents available to the BI along with a photo- 

graph whi ch@ enclosed with his articles and 

which he purported to be Pa 

A translation of one of these letters, 

all of which were handwritten in Spanish, reads 

as follows: 

Distinguished Newsman: 

"New York, Sep. 17, 1964 

ow -/ 

"There are in Mexico ten groups o1\ Castro —=———— 

agents; some of them belong to G.2, othersto another feos 

Police group, and I have never been able to find out ~ 

who 18 their chief in Cuba. The Cuban Embassy con- nn 

trols all these groups which makes it very convenient 

for all to know each other when their ‘premium! time 

comes. One of them, & certain Spaniard named Maiz, 

a Communist, is the Chief of Fl International Group, 

and he is the most dangerous one, while others make 

continuous trips and present themselves as agents: 

"antonkohNavarro 
from Panama —— 

J, Lilo 
from Africa 

from 

ahuer from Guatemala 

a ldalgo from Ecuador 

Alfonse 
from Colombia 

Salv cia_ from Spain 

MendéZ7 enta from Venezuela 
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Alejandx TM from Nicaragua 

72 from Puerto Rico 

from Honduras 
from British Guiana 

newsman, travels on” 

Cuba - Peru 

"Group-2, Chief - Miguel de isk Oz - Cuban 

Agents, Iv Baca from Guatemala 

Jor. javarro from Honduras 

$ duie from Nicaragua 

Rafaet7Cambo 
from Cuba 

from Argentina 

from Cuba 
from Colombia 

c 

from Soria (Cuban eitizen)-p4' 

from Cuba 
from Guatemala 

from Honduras 

from British Guiana 

"all of them have received their instruction in Cuba 

and constantly travel throughout the Continent, each 

of them carrying an average of three passports, each 

for a different nationality. 

"The entire American Continent is divided 

4nto zones, and their General Headquarters 18 in 

Mexico. 

"British Guiana is the springboard for the 

entire movemnt which controls Brazil. There (in 

Guiana) they have a large deposit of arms of all 

calibers, of explosives and propaganda, and a landing 

strip with 3 Migs, guarded by a well paid crew. 

Venezuela and Colombia form one zone. 

- 6 = fn
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